
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of talent sourcing specialist. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for talent sourcing specialist

Primary focus will be to generate a high quality external candidate pool for
approved openings
Responsible for managing and screening all qualified employee referrals
submitted through the ATS
Stays in touch with current market challenges and Financial Services industry
trends
Conducts data management/warehousing of information related to target
firms and individuals
Investigates and incorporates new sourcing methods and tools to create
innovative sourcing approaches
Identify, develop, and execute effective sourcing strategies for the HR
function
Build and own a passive candidate pipeline of the best talent in the industry
Partner with other internal Talent Acquisition professionals and leaders to
proactively identify business needs
Leverage tools such as LinkedIn, Zoom, Hiring Solved, to build pipelines of
critical talent
End-to-end recruitment process

Qualifications for talent sourcing specialist

Example of Talent Sourcing Specialist Job Description
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Experience with Recruitment technologies (Applicant Tracking System),
Microsoft Office Suite and Outlook
As we are regional oriented team covering multiple EMEA locations your
relevant international executive search / agency / in-house recruitment
expereicen is essential to be successful in this role
We are utilizing advanced CRM / Aplicant Tracking System so ideally you
already have experience in working with multiple tools
As IT environment is a candidate driven market you should have solid
experience with cold calling, networking, data mining, conducting
internal/external job board searches, researching and networking with
industry-specific associations and other related tasks
Majority of our recruitment projects are focused on IT so ideally you have
already experience in high tech environment


